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While the Viennese origins of key neoliberal intellectuals is well known, the formative influence of the Habsburg Empire on their thought is surprisingly understudied. This article argues that the empire was a silent and open partner in the writings of Austrian economist Ludwig von Mises on international order, especially on questions of migration and the management of a polyglot population. After 1918 Mises conceived of robust forms of multinational governance capable of protecting a world of what he called ‘perfect capitalism’ with total global mobility of labour, capital and commodities. Yet, by 1945 he had scaled back his proposals to the effective recreation of the Habsburg Empire. I show that Mises’s international theory was cleft by a faultline between a normative theory of an open borders world and the empirical reality of a closed borders world, underwritten by what he saw as the stubborn obstacles of human ignorance and racial animus.

How can we expect that the Hindus, the worshipers of the cow, should grasp the theories of Ricardo and of Bentham?

Ludwig von Mises, 1944

The last decade has seen a boom of research into the intellectual origins of neoliberalism. The term ‘neoliberalism’ was coined in 1938 at the so-called Walter Lippmann Colloquium in Paris when a group of intellectuals and businessmen, including Ludwig von Mises, F. A. Hayek and Wilhelm Röpke, gathered to discuss what they saw as the decline of states from the principles of private enterprise and the international division of labour toward central planning and national autonomy. They demanded a ‘renovation of liberalism’ to account for the fact that the laissez faire approach of the nineteenth century had been fatally discredited by the Great Depression.

1 Ludwig Mises, Omnipotent Government: The Rise of the Total State and Total War (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1944), 283.

Depression and made untenable by mass democracy. They called for a strong state to take a more proactive role in defending the conditions of competition against the disruptive demands of voting publics, organised labour and special interests. With the addition of US economists Milton Friedman and George Stigler, among others, many of the colloquium’s participants reunited in Switzerland in 1947 to form the Mont Pèlerin Society (MPS) with the purpose, in Hayek’s words, ‘to erect a coherent edifice of . . . neoliberal thought, and to work out its practical application to the problems of different countries’. Although not without its internal rifts of opinion and conflicts, the society was a site of exchange and discussion of many of the proposals for locking in capital rights and constraining social democracy that became policy under US President Ronald Reagan and British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher in the 1980s and beyond.

While the Viennese origins of key neoliberals is well known, the formative influence of the Habsburg Empire on their thought is surprisingly understudied. The vanished empire was a lost object of identification for Hayek and Mises. Hayek, as his personal friend and fellow MPS member John Gray notes, saw the empire as ‘in some ways a model liberal regime’. Another friend and MPS member, the philosopher Karl Popper, idealised the empire in retrospect, seeing it as the space of a ‘cosmopolitan scientific community laboring for human progress’. It is well known that many Viennese elites regarded the empire as representing ‘the international order of mankind in miniature’.

This article takes up this theme in a reading of the international thought of Ludwig von Mises, the mentor to Hayek, Gottfried Haberler and Fritz Machlup, and the chief inspiration to the libertarian Austrian School of Economics in the United States. I suggest that the Habsburg Empire was both a silent and open partner in Mises’s writings about global order before 1945. In a time after the First World War, when the spectrum of political imagination is often expressed in the two strains of national self-determination captured by ‘Wilson versus Lenin’, Mises targeted the ‘nationality principle’ as the primary enemy of order. He conceived instead of multinational forms of governance capable of protecting a world of what he called ‘perfect capitalism’ with total global mobility of labour, capital and commodities. As with his protégé Hayek, Mises came to see a model of ‘double government’ inspired by the Habsburg example delinking cultural and economic
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administration as paradigmatic for managing the uneasy settlement between mass democracy and capitalism.\(^{11}\)

For Mises, the foremost lesson from the Habsburg context was the question of migration and the associated challenge of managing an intermingled polyglot population. He rejected the nation state principle for its interference in the ever shifting geographies of the division of labour. After 1918 his first move was to extrapolate from the imperial example to see the possibility of free migration and multinational administration at a larger global scale. By the outbreak of the Second World War, however, he saw his vision stymied by the stubborn obstacles of racial animus and mass stupidity. In contrast to Hayek, who came to see ignorance as an asset for the functioning of the market order, Mises concluded that perfect capitalism could not be built by imperfect humans.\(^{12}\) Unable to transcend the horizon of his own origins, Mises scaled back his proposals for supranational order to a plan for the effective recreation of the Habsburg Empire. Mises’s globalization – and its limits – offers a case of the challenges faced by economic liberals in the twentieth century as they sought to bring their dreams of global capitalism down to earth.

Far from mere antiquarian concern, Mises’s early musings are at the heart of a dispute in the late 2010s between feuding proponents of the radical free market in Germany and the United States. Since the arrival of over one million asylum seekers to Germany since 2015 and the ongoing political agitation against undocumented migrants in the United States, self-described libertarians have split over whether open or closed borders for people best capture the free market ideal.\(^{13}\) Some have turned to Mises for guidance. Right-wing libertarians have claimed support in his writings for their cause, including one leading ‘Austrian’ economist, who cited Mises on national self-determination alongside Malcolm X in support of the goal of culturally homogeneous secession in 2017.\(^{14}\) Other libertarians have insisted, by contrast, on the seamless adherence of Mises to open borders for humans as well as capital and goods.\(^{15}\) The distinction is not trivial, as some right-libertarians have become key figures in the far-right Austrian Freedom Party, the Alternative für Deutschland party in Germany and affiliates of the Alt Right in the United States.\(^{16}\) The network of institutes named for Mises and Hayek in the United States and Europe have become platforms for exclusionary strains of libertarianism opposing free migration.

A final appraisal of Mises’s stance on borders remains elusive. This article shows that the interpretation of his views depends on whether one follows Mises’s norm of perfect capitalism or his diagnosis of imperfect humanity. What is beyond question is that the coeval development of ever greater mobility for goods and capital and ever tighter regulation for migrants has been one of the defining features of the twentieth and now twenty-first centuries. If one leading historian


\(^{16}\) The AfD included many members of the Friedrich-von-Hayek-Gesellschaft in its early leadership. In Germany an outlet for the closed borders argument has been the magazine Eigentümlich Frei. A key figure in both the United States and Germany is the close associate of the Alabama-based Ludwig von Mises Institute, Hans-Hermann Hoppe. For his arguments see Hans-Hermann Hoppe, ‘The Case for Free Trade and Restricted Immigration’, Journal of Libertarian Studies, 13, 2 (1998), 221–33.
has recently proposed that we return to the Habsburg Empire to think about the difficulties of managing multinational polities in the modern era, this article suggests we might do the same to better understand neoliberal visions of global economic governance.17

**The Axiom of Globalisation**

Ludwig von Mises was born in 1881 in the Polish majority city of Lemberg/Lviv in Galicia, 800 kilometres east of Vienna, where his father was involved in extending the railroad into the oil-rich province.18 Raised in a Jewish family, Mises’s childhood was multilingual and his socialisation was multinational. According to his friend Erik von Kuehnelt-Leddihn, himself born in the empire, Mises ‘spoke German, Polish and French and understood Ukrainian’ by the age of twelve, and ‘his Jewish roots, his Polish culture, his Austrian political frame and allegiance [were] all intertwined’.19 Mises left the provinces at a young age to study at the Akademische Gymnasium in Vienna.20 In 1900 he entered the Department of Law and Government Science at the University of Vienna, the academic home for the study of economics in the German-speaking world and the site of training for many future civil servants.21

Mises describes himself at the beginning of his career as an ‘éetatist through and through,’ seeing the world through the eyes of the would-be imperial administrator.22 From his dissertation adviser, Carl Grünberg, he learned that the economist’s role was devising social policies to moderate the disruptive effects of industrialising capitalism and neutralise the attraction of socialist revolution.23 His first free-standing article, published in 1905, reflected this position. It was a paean to interventionism on the subject of factory regulation. Mises praised the attention of doctors and politicians to the dangers of phosphorous poisoning in Austrian matchbox factories and declared the prohibition of child labour in the empire a ‘page of honour’ in Austrian history.24

Yet there was already a considerable change in Mises’s next publication, which he presented at a statistical seminar (also attended by a young Joseph A. Schumpeter) in 1905–6. Titled ‘The Repercussions of the World Economy on the Structure of Social Policy’, his paper concluded that European ‘export industries were threatened by worker protection laws’. Legislation in Europe to block traffic in child labour, regulate night work for women and protect workers from white phosphorous was dangerous for Europe itself because Japan and China had not signed the legislation. This fact, he said, had ‘drawn our attention to the great danger that Asian competition presents for the future of European social policy’.25

Such language might sound familiar in an early twenty-first century marked by China’s ongoing economic ascent. But for Mises, a war had shaken him most. Japan’s defeat of Russia in 1905 brought a non-white power into the elite white club of empires.26 The event resonated with
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the rhetoric of the ‘yellow peril’ widespread at the turn of the century, understood as both a racial-demographic and commercial threat – a fear that was used to justify further expansion of Western imperial power in East Asia.²⁷ Mises’s response was different but no less radical. If Asian states continued to industrialise, then the European nations would be left with the stark choice to either preserve the free trade world economy or continue developing the social state. Because, as he put it, ‘doubtless . . . the industrial states will be ever more reliant on the Asian market in the future’, the possibility lay open that ‘English and German workers may have to descend to the lowly standard of life of the Hindus and coolies to compete with them’.²⁸

Mises’s break with historical economics and social reform was followed by an embrace of classical liberal principles at the world level. He gravitated toward the approach of Carl Menger, the founder of the Austrian School of Economics, who was entering retirement as Mises arrived at the university. Mises followed Menger in making ‘a sharp distinction between economic theory and history’, positing that ‘the axioms of praxeology were a priori true and were not subject to refutation by empirical test’.²⁹ This duality resonated with the approach of Menger, for whom, as one scholar puts it, ‘empirical knowledge could not be gained through reflection [and] theoretical knowledge was not accessible through empirical study’.³⁰ Mises insisted on asking, as a latter-day American follower put it, both ‘what can happen?’ and ‘what has happened?’³¹

The distinction between prescription and description – between norm and diagnosis – runs through Mises’s writings on international order. From the First World War until the outbreak of the Second he was oriented toward a normative focus on capitalist globalisation. In this vision the mobile factors of production – labour and capital – should travel to find their site of most productive use. The outcome would be a territorially expansive division of labour that made optimal use of the earth’s natural endowments and was flexible enough to adapt when conditions of production changed. Mises had the opportunity to apply his economic doctrine to policy when he was assigned a position in the War Ministry during the First World War.³² The article he wrote in the post was published in 1916 under the title ‘The Goal of Trade Policy’.³³

In the article Mises globalised British economist David Ricardo’s free trade theory, taking it farther than he believed the Englishman had himself. He noted that Ricardo had ‘worked from the assumption that the free movement of capital and labour would happen within national borders’.³⁴ Mises credited technological change with expanding the boundaries of the thinkable. Classical free traders had lived in the age of the wagon and the sail. The first steamship crossed the Atlantic just years before Ricardo’s death in 1823 and took a month. By the time of Mises’s writing, the same trip took five days. As for the absence of international labour migration, ‘this may have been true on the whole in the days of Ricardo’, Mises wrote, ‘but for a long time it has no longer been true’.³⁵ Ricardo had also expressed moral objections to labour crossing national borders, writing that he ‘should be sorry to see weakened’ the emotional factors that prevented emigration. Mises chided ‘the patriot and politician Ricardo’ for intruding ‘into the exposition of
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the theorist’.36 Seeking to be more Ricardian than Ricardo, Mises concluded that classical liberalism had to be rethought at the scale of the world. He described it as a ‘fundamental social law’ of capitalism ‘to draw the greatest number of human beings into the personal division of labor and the whole earth’s surface into the geographical division of labor’.37 Globalisation was axiomatic.

When necessary, the opening of world markets had to be achieved through violence. Though ‘one can think only with shudders and anger of the fearful mass murders that prepared the basis for many of the colonial settlements flourishing today’, he wrote in a book published the year after the First World War, the net gain made it worthwhile; in the end, ‘all other pages of world history were also written in blood’.38 Violence in the project of expanding the space of foreign investment, wage labour and commercial exchange was not only acceptable, it was necessary. ‘To measure the true significance of these wars one has only to imagine what would have happened if India and China and their hinterland had remained closed to world commerce. Not only each Chinese and each Hindu, but also each European and each American, would be considerably worse off.’39

Empire was credited not only with increasing cumulative prosperity but with creating world society itself. As he wrote in 1922, ‘the opening up of the backward regions of the Near and Far East, of Africa and America, cleared the way for a world-wide economic community, so that shortly before the World War we were in sight of realizing the dream of an ecumenical society’.40 As with other economic liberals of the interwar period (and some up to the present day), Mises distinguished the ‘good’ British empire in the period before the First World War from all other empires. While other empires, including Austria-Hungary, had turned to protectionism after the crisis of the early 1870s, Britain had maintained free trade.41 In Mises’s reading, Britain’s commitment to open door imperialism gave it a caretaker role for world capitalism at large.42 Annexation was necessary to safeguard liberal spaces of trade from being cordoned off into the protectionist spaces of continental colonisers.43

Mises’s utilitarian logic excused militaristic means for global ends. As his biographer put it, Mises felt that ‘science had to deal with the world as it is, not as it should be’. He attributed this to the influence of Max Weber, who had made a powerful call for ‘value free’ science at the first meeting of the Verein für Sozialpolitik that Mises attended as a young man in 1909. Weber became a personal acquaintance of Mises’s at the University of Vienna after the First World War.44 Yet in Mises’s work, the apparent ‘needs’ of the world economy often seemed to act themselves as normative values against which human organisation and activity was measured. The subjects of history were prices themselves, which seemed to have an inherent desire to be ‘free,’ aided by the actions of producers and consumers. In a work from 1911 he spoke of the collaboration of consumer and producer ‘in the endeavour to liberate prices from the limitations of the local market’.45 His categorical imperative was that the consumer receive access to the greatest possible volume and variety of objects. To facilitate this goal in their role as consumers, people should be encouraged as labourers to navigate the world’s surface for the optimal site to expend their creative energy.
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The Strong State and the Fluid Nation

Mises matched his normative vision of the world economy with study of its imperfect reality. After the First World War he saw the most serious threat to the open world economy in the very principle praised by Wilson and Lenin: national self-determination. After 1918 he wrote that ‘the nationality principle was to be the norm by which all conflict should be peacefully solved’. Yet this belief disregarded ‘the fact that applying this principle wherever the members of different people live mingled together only ignites conflict among people all the more’.46 Here he saw the vision of Versailles as a product of the particular circumstances of Western Europe, especially ‘the compact territories of settlement’ of France and Britain with their relative national homogeneity. Such tidiness, Mises pointed out, was the exception rather than the rule: ‘the world does not show the same face everywhere as on the Thames and on the Seine’.47

The real world was more like the Habsburg Empire: a patchwork of itinerant nations and populations following no logic or set pattern. The distribution of nations was fated to change under the influence of economic forces: ‘there are nations whose areas would be more densely and others more thinly settled. This relative overpopulation must be dissolved now through movements of migration.’48 Consistent with the Habsburg Empire of his youth, crisscrossed by shifting ‘language frontiers’ and populated by ‘national amphibians’, nationalities would even be lost or absorbed through assimilation.49 Above all, ‘the criterion of the nation should in no way be sought in efforts to form a unified state’.50 To realise the nationality principle as the basis for politics would dam the irrigation by immigration required by the world economy.

Mises’s wariness about the nationality principle arose from his liberal economic theory but also his own life experience as a German-speaking Jewish member of the Viennese elite. From the perspective of people like himself, the principle of national self-determination had appeared as pernicious, obstructive and – in the anti-Semitism that frequently accompanied the range of cultural nationalisms in the Habsburg Empire – even potentially mortally dangerous. The man whose bust stood in the square next to the Chamber of Commerce building where Mises worked for two decades on Vienna’s Ringstrasse was Georg Coch, a notorious anti-Semite who had created the neighbouring Postal Savings Bank in part to elude the control of ‘Jewish bankers’. The bust was the first commemorating the exclusionary nationalism of the early 1900s and would have served as a constant reminder of this threat to Mises.51

Ernest Gellner provides a structural explanation for the liberalism of German Viennese Jews at the fin-de-siècle, arguing that they were in a singular position: living in the metropole yet unable to participate in the ethnic-nationalist struggles of the time.52 Whereas liberals, often speaking the language of civil society, universalism and democracy, were central to the social and political movements of the majority German states, and later unified German Empire, the position was much more difficult to assume in the Habsburg Empire itself. Mises described the situation in 1919: ‘every straightforward policy was made impossible for the Germans of Austria. They could not work seriously for democracy, for that would have been national suicide; they could not renounce the Austrian state because, despite everything, it still offered protection against the most extreme oppression.’53
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German liberals in Habsburg Vienna, and especially Jews, were in a paradoxical position: they were reliant on a feudal empire for their protection and, considering the importance of the civil service (which included university professors), also for their livelihoods. They were entrapped by what Gellner called the ‘Habsburg dilemma’: seeking the open society but afraid of what democracy might bring. Their cosmopolitanism, as Malachi Hacohen puts it, was ‘the response of the losers of ethnopolitics’. The fear of nationalism outlived the empire. In 1919 Mises wrote that ‘both Czechs and Magyars would love to sack Vienna and would use any opportunity to take revenge for that supposed injustice that ‘Vienna had meted out to them’. The habitus of the metropolitan urban resident besieged by mobilised populations from the periphery helps explain Mises’s renunciation of the viability of the principle of national self-determination.

Mises’s solution entailed an anti-territorial perspective on the question of nationality. Defining nations as linguistic communities, he felt that they could be dispersed without losing their sense of connection. His defence of an absolute right to mobility was functional. Sticky attachments to place would impede optimal global productivity. The effects of perfect mobility would be total. Given the new technological capabilities, he wrote, ‘unrestricted free trade must lead to a change in the conditions of settlement on the entire surface of the earth’.

Mises looked to his native Habsburg Empire for a historically existing model of how to neutralise the nation and move the imperfect world closer to perfect capitalism. He was attracted by the fact that ‘state and nation did not coincide’ in the Dual Monarchy. Unlike the French republics, or the post-1848 imaginaries of Germany, Italy or Poland, Habsburg Austria did not have ‘the nationality principle’ at its ‘ideological foundation’. Scholars have shown that the late empire was a laboratory of multinational management as the central state sought to recognise ‘nationality in order to defuse nationalism’ and play the role of ‘neutral umpire’ above the fray. A key feature of this management was the provision of education in different languages secured through Article 19 of the 1867 constitution. Mises called this article ‘old Austria’s glorious achievement’ and a ‘great attempt to solve the problems of the multilingual state’. He saw its failure, as he wrote to Hayek, when national groups misinterpreted this cultural measure as an economic one and began demanding protection for their products, thus contravening the principle of free trade that he felt the central state was duty bound to uphold.

Mises wrote in his memoir that ‘the polyglot state of the Habsburgs could have solved a major challenge’. In his interwar writings he suggested how a similar mode of multinational management could extend beyond Eastern Europe. The internationalising tendency of his thought came out in his response to the writings of the social democrat Karl Renner, who became the chancellor of the First Austrian Republic after the First World War. Renner believed that economic ties were the glue of the empire. ‘The economy’, he wrote, ‘is the unifying bond that ties all
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those peoples to the empire who seek to escape the body of the state for national reasons.  

For Renner, Mises observed, it was ‘not political unity but the customs community [that] appears as the constitutive feature of the state’ – the state is, above all, an ‘economic community’.  

Mises used Renner’s example from his native Galicia – a territory distant from Vienna that Renner said ‘made the economic body of the monarchy organic’. Galician petroleum, benzene, spirits, wood and wheat flowed into every Austrian household just as Western Austria’s paper, textile and iron flowed back to Galicia.  

Mises agreed with this depiction of the organic unity of a Habsburg Empire organised by the division of labour and production. But he globalised it. ‘Must one not also come to the conclusion’, he asked, ‘that the US, England and its colonies, Brazil, in short, the entire world, is as organically connected to Western Austria as Galicia?’  

After all, the very intra-imperial interdependence that Renner praised was an outcome of the protectionism Mises condemned. Commercial ties within the Habsburg space had grown denser after tariff walls were raised in the late nineteenth century.  

In his interwar writings Mises accepted the imperial space as a model of interdependence but only if one contemplated elevating the Habsburg model of the strong state and the fluid nation to the global level. In 1927 he saw the League of Nations’ foremost failing in its adherence to the nation state principle. Its insistence on fixed state borders meant condemning ‘the whole world situation to a state of frozen immobility’. Mises wrote that ‘the problem of international boundaries . . . must lose all its significance’ in a future order to allow for the endless ebb and flow of nations. In the spirit of the 1867 Habsburg constitution he suggested this was only possible ‘if the society of nations, the international superstate, is so constituted that no people and no individual is oppressed on account of nationality or national peculiarities’.  

Recalling the Habsburg model of state as umpire, he offered a universalising vision of ‘supranational tribunals and administrative authorities’ which held ‘the law of each nation as subordinate to international law’. Global free trade must be defended by central authorities powerful enough to accommodate a never-ending movement of peoples (Völkerwanderung) and resist the demands of individual groups for special economic treatment. The goal, he said, in a startling phrase for a thinker so closely linked with libertarianism, was to transform the ‘sham League of Nations into a real one – into a genuine supranational state’.  

Mises’s New Clothes for the Habsburg Empire  

In the late 1920s Mises’s globalism exceeded even that of the League of Nations. Yet even at the most expansive moment of his thinking he expressed limited faith in an institutional fix. He concluded his discussion of supranational organisations by arguing that ‘this question will not be decided at Geneva in the sessions of the present League, and certainly not in the parliaments of the individual countries that comprise it’. The real question was ‘whether we shall succeed in creating throughout the whole a frame of mind. . . . Liberal thinking must permeate all nations, liberal principles must pervade all political institutions.’ The Second World War deepened his pessimism about the imminence of such a frame of mind. Mises wrote from a feeling of personal...
frustration after being compelled to flee from Austria to Geneva and finally to the United States in 1936. By late 1940 his forced state of cosmopolitanism had become literal. As he wrote to Hayek, he was officially ‘without nationality’. They.

It was in this period that Mises introduced human ignorance as a complicating factor in his appraisal of world order. Whereas he had earlier reproached the classical liberals for not carrying their visions of globalisation further, in 1944, Mises faulted them for ‘overrat[ing] both the intellectual capacity of the average man and the ability of the elite to convert their less judicious fellow citizens to sound ideas’. Their ‘optimism was entirely founded on the assumption that all people of all races, nations, and countries are keen enough to comprehend the problems of social cooperation’, he wrote; yet, ‘the realization of the liberal plan is impossible because – at least for our time – people lack the mental ability to absorb the principles of sound economics’. Mises’s denunciation of mass ignorance was explicitly racialised, suggesting a hierarchy of such ‘mental ability’. After disparaging Germans for their misguided beliefs about the First World War, he asked ‘if such things are possible with the Germans, how can we expect that the Hindus, the worshipers of the cow, should grasp the theories of Ricardo and of Bentham?’

Racial difference arose again in Mises’s most notable departure from his erstwhile polemic calls for the total free movement of goods, capital and labour. In his wartime writings he began to concede that total freedom of migration was not only unlikely – it might even be unwise. His first concession was to military exigency. One could not allow nationals from belligerent powers to enter the Western nations: ‘under present conditions America and Australia would simply commit suicide by admitting Nazis, Fascists, and Japanese’. The second reason was related to non-white populations. While he distanced himself from people who opposed non-white immigration in defence of ‘Western civilization’, he conceded that we must not close our eyes to the fact that such views meet with the consent of the vast majority. It would be useless to deny that there exists a repugnance to abandoning the geographical segregation of various races. Even men who are fair in their appraisal of the qualities and cultural achievements of the colored races and severely object to any discrimination against those members of these races who are already living in the midst of white populations, are opposed to a mass immigration of colored people. There are few white men who would not shudder at the picture of many millions of black or yellow people living in their own countries.

By the 1940s Mises partially legitimised closed borders for non-white migrants as a near-permanent feature of the world order. Disillusioned by the obstacles of human ignorance and racial antagonism, Mises returned his political attentions to the continent of Europe in the 1940s. He became part of the Pan-European Movement through fellow Austrian Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi and a member of their economic committee. He also befriended future MPS member Otto von Habsburg, heir to the now-defunct imperial line. Joining the Austrian National Committee petitioning for a separate peace for Austria, Mises devoted himself to plans for the region of the former empire.

Lecturing at the Graduate Institute of International Studies in Geneva where Mises was working, Mises’s friend and collaborator, the British economist Lionel Robbins, had described the end of the Habsburg Empire as a negative example of decolonisation. Robbins lamented that
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‘the territorial division of labour of the Danube basin was destroyed by nationalist particularism’. A better remedy, he wrote, would have been ‘some form of federal constitution which would have averted the threatened disintegration’. In 1938 Mises set to work drafting such a constitution, beginning the work in earnest in 1940.

His proposal for an Eastern Democratic Union (EDU) was his most fully realised blueprint for political order. Seeing ‘anarchy’ in the wake of the dissolution of the Habsburg and Ottoman Empires, Mises’s EDU would span the swath of territory from the Baltic to the Adriatic, Aegean and Black Seas, from the eastern borders of Switzerland and Italy to the western borders of Russia. The EDU would include all nations made independent after the First World War, from Latvia to Yugoslavia, as well as multinational parts of the German and Italian states such as Silesia and Fiume. In total, it would ‘include about 700,000 square miles with about 120 million people using seventeen different languages’.78

Consistent with Mises’s understanding of the Habsburg strategy of multinational administration, the core principle of the EDU was the separation of economic from cultural policy. People would have total freedom of movement, trade and employment within the territory, which would be ruled from a centralised parliament in Vienna with an ‘elected president or a hereditary ruler’. Mises contemplated the literal reinstatement of the Habsburg dynasty by arguing for the viability of monarchies voted by free referendum.79 One feature of Mises’s proposal was borrowed directly from the tutelary practices of the League of Nations’ Mandates Commission, which was led by his former employer and later fellow MPS member William Rappard.80 The League would appoint the initial president and cabinet for the EDU, to be replaced later by a vote based on universal suffrage.

Another of Mises’s draft proposals was even more reminiscent of both the Mandate model and the form of financial oversight the League practiced in Austria. He suggested that certain administrative positions be permanently filled by ‘Englishmen and Frenchmen’ and that the official language be either English or French.81 Despite the latter-day aversion of his self-described followers in the libertarian movement, Mises himself was not opposed to supranational intervention per se. When Austria was forced to accept a loan from the League of Nations with punitive conditions attached in 1932, he stressed its pedagogic potential: ‘the severe conditions under the loan may open the eyes of the entire population to the fact that the economic policy that has been followed in recent years has brought us to a situation where we really see no other way out than to accept the sort of subjugation which this loan imposes on us’.82 In this case the League was the mechanism of an unflinching economic rationality flouted by the policies of socialist governed Red Vienna. With the compulsion of League conditionality, the ‘measures of frugality that the economy has required for a long time – but which have always been delayed or sabotaged – [must] be put into effect as quickly as possible’.83 For Mises, a good version of the League had the capacity to act as an iron glove for the invisible hand of the market.

Mises’s EDU proposal sought to radically downgrade what Rappard called the ‘dogma of national sovereignty’.84 To address the nationality problem, Mises permitted the persistence of all
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the accoutrements of nationhood including flags, anthems, postage stamps and ‘coins of every member state, coined with the national emblems’. People would be free to develop their own national culture and represent it abroad. The thorny problem of education would be remedied through a scheme that anticipated the latter-day proposal of Milton Friedman and US conservatives while also recalling the practice of the former Habsburg Empire. Linguistic groups could establish schools anywhere in the territory there was a critical mass. Schools would be privatised and citizens granted a lump sum to spend on education.

Mises’s EDU, which he included as the culminating chapter of his 1944 book *Omnipotent Government*, gave institutional form to his understanding of nations as protean and unmoored to any particular territory. It also, to his mind, solved the problem of minorities that had bedevilled the League of Nations. Most striking in his model was the question of visibility. The constituent nations of the union would bear all the outward marks of sovereignty yet this sovereignty would be entirely ornamental, undermined wholly by the authority of the central government. A visitor to the territory would see only the surface and not the underlying economic union. ‘He will not see the EDU’, Mises wrote, ‘he will not have the opportunity to meet the agents of the EDU’.

The government of the open economy would remain hidden from the public eye. Only the colourful – and powerless – representatives of national policy would be seen. While seemingly so ambitious as to be fanciful, Mises was nonetheless earnest. In 1940 he wrote to Robbins and Hayek: ‘I am fully aware that the execution of my plan will not be easy, but I think it is the only way to make this part of Europe safe for peace’.

Hayek signed on to Mises’s idea in 1945. Expressing ‘some doubt as to whether the splitting of [the Habsburg Empire] up into nine independent national states was altogether a fortunate solution’, Hayek proposed instead the gathering of the nations into a federation in which ‘we limited the power of the national States in the interests of some central organization’. In both Hayek and Mises’s vision, free trade and free movement of labour overseen by a strong central state was primary, allowing for a shifting landscape of decentralised national and cultural institutions that would remain secondary. The Austrian neoliberal proposal of a Habsburg Empire reborn for the twentieth century was an invisible government of the economy first, and a visible government of neutered nations second.

**Conclusion**

Ludwig von Mises’s dissertation, written about his native Galicia, followed the 250-year predicament of the local peasantry and their eventual liberation from serfdom in 1848 – a victorious struggle in which his Jewish great-grandfather participated as a sympathetic supporter. But the story had a catch: the peasants became disorderly once freed. How to preserve the principles of economic liberalism while containing the disruptive potential of mobile subjects? The unwillingness of people to be docile containers of value like goods and capital bedevilled neoliberal visions of order from their inception.

This article has suggested Habsburg origins for Mises’s globalism. It has also hinted at the Habsburg context of the limits to this globalism. While arguing strenuously against the existence of different races in Eastern Europe, Mises posited racial difference as the unavoidable grounds
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for departure from the principles of free migration in the 1940s. One can see how Mises’s own movement between languages and nationalities led him to dismiss racially essentialising arguments about Eastern Europe. He had himself occupied multiple nationalities and moved among linguistic groups. Yet Mises proved incapable of extending a similar cosmopolitan attitude to populations of colour. Even as he argued emphatically that ‘there are today no pure stocks within the class or race of white-skinned people’, he did so by pointing out the difference with black populations.92 ‘Negroes and whites differ in racial – i.e., bodily – features’, he wrote, ‘but it is impossible to tell a Jewish German from a non-Jewish one by any racial characteristic’.93 Mises’s rejection of anti-Semitism was premised on an affirmation of white–black race difference.

Mises’s international theory was cleft by a faultline between a normative theory of an open borders world and the empirical reality of a closed borders world, underwritten by the stubborn obstacles of human ignorance and racism. Latter-day libertarians who scour his writings to validate their divergent positions on migration can claim fairly to find confirmation of both sides of the argument. In Mises one finds both the perfectionist, who saw humans as mobile factors liberated to seek their most efficient site of work throughout the world, and the realist, who saw race as a quasi-permanent category of global social organisation. Despite his liberal principles the Habsburg polyglot never became the radical anti-racist.
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